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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Those at the abstract are the main questions which I was curious about one day when I was struck with slight 

sickness of which I am now cured of it, as the only way for me to stop it all was to bring out my own best and all the 

scientific theories that I could come up with. All of this theory is just purely thought experiment, if I would like to note 

of my research. As I play fair, I would like to declare of my intention which is why I am writing a bit about myself, as 

there are no other things that I could have said. I know that making this research paper would be highly embarrassing, 

but the thought of not publishing my research leaves me no other choice, as both a reward to my hard work and passion 

even though through the circumstance I was in when I made the theories. Please note that during when I made my 

theories, my knowledge of science was still at the year 2010, more or less. As this is just a few pages of research paper, 

I would not apply any divisions such as chapters and stuff. And after reading some sources, it had enlightened me, which 

is also why this research paper is already revised in a way. That these theories are already made simplified due to the 

authors character and for the readers as well, as well as the theories were made original. Also note that the contents of 

these theories are very controversial and very much “insane”, but all are theories still. 

 As mentioned, all this are just Thought Experiments using logic, imagination, and knowledge. Though as this 

research paper is highly controversial and a bit dangerous, the only materials needed for this is an EEG and the help of 

the military, where they might provide satellite clearance for one to transmit test signals to test this theory. Also, to 

provide dead bodies as it might be possible, as what is said in this theory(ies). Though as this might already be 

researched, this would further help with the research on about mind linking. And I might bet that research on this is 

either halted or put under secrecy, as the contents of the research would spell trouble for whoever I researching more 

about the brain and its mysteries. 

 

2. ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS: 

“It is not possible to transmit knowledge to the brain, it has to be taught. Mind link is possible as beta waves or 

some quantum brain waves would be transferred from one person to another and vice versa, and this also depends if the 

connection is 2 way or 1 way. And from the presence of brain1, brain2 can copy the habits and personality or maybe 

even their state of mind of brain1 overtime and vice versa. Though through a one way connection, as your presence will 

be transferred to brain2, brain1 will slowly loose its brain functions and cease as the presence of brain1 will be 

transferred to brain2.” 

Mind link is possible and is very much made and demonstrated already by many institutions as of now, for 

research purposes, and some have already been made into a business for those whom wanted for research purposes. Did 

you also notice that excessive use of the electroencephalogram (EEG) also makes the subject very tired, since the device 

would pick up neuron signals from the brain and transmit it towards the computer, which also gets the energy from the 

neuron signals towards the computer itself. Which is why that 2 subjects being connected with each other is essential to 

preserve balance and maintain the flow, and speaking in physics here, as we are also made out of Dark Energy since 

most of the stuff in space consist of Dark Energy including the space around us as well and maybe even the space around 

the atoms in our own bodies. Since also, neuron signals are also energy flowing through our own body which we cannot 

harvest or get. 

Abstract: What makes the brain so unique? Is it possible really to link our minds? How about the minds of other 

organisms? These are the questions which struck me when I saw the electroencephalogram (EEG) for the first 

time in a documentary. What is the speed of the mind? And isn’t it light speed? Since our minds can perform 

thousands of commands consciously and unconsciously. As there are still unsolved mysteries with the brain, how 

can science ever solve them? As majority of the functions of the brain are measured as hypothesis and only some 

yet still remain unknown. Can neuroscience be combined with other sciences so that it may be able to solve parts 

of the brain? Maybe it’s possible, though the theory would be a longshot. 
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 “Putting many dead bodies and brains as well as linking many people to a person. This is done by transmitting 

the signals of all persons involved via satellite and towards a tower.  This way, brain signals from the host would be 

transmitted and their thoughts might be able to pass through towards the person, thus making that person confused. And 

this might lead to some psychological issues towards the person not unless if that person might have multiple 

personalities from the start. To revive a brain dead body is possible by just jolting it a little bit at the brain, but the brain 

would only have a new consciousness just like a baby though the memories from the previous consciousness might 

retain. It is not possible to have both knowledge and skills and abilities from the previous consciousness remain. And 

this I call body revive.” 

 Mind linking with dead bodies is also possible, as when a person dies, the brain would still have some activity 

left on their brain. Also, it was shown in a documentary about hypnotism by National Geographic, about the idea of 

hypnotism through the use of satellites or radio waves. And by listening to radio waves which are very low for us to 

consciously hear, our brain decodes the signals which in turn, make the subject(s) be subject to hypnotism on a certain 

scale. With this technological age right now, with hacking personal computers, quantum processors, and many more, 

this idea is possible. Though I may warn that when you share your neuron signals with the dead, the dead might rise 

again overtime, but either with or without their past memories intact. The same is said with a small jolt of electricity to 

the brain itself, may the dead rise again. 

“It is possible to transfer minds but there are a few things that are very important: age, the same quantum brain 

waves, and the same IQ. The memories of the new body might overlap with the memories of the old body therefore 

making it very confusing. It is also not possible to transfer knowledge, skills, and abilities into the new body though you 

could use the strength and attributes of the new body. Also, if there are multiple minds connected to a dead body, the 

dead body might also absorb some of their mind energies thus reviving the dead body slowly. Even if you will set it to 

a low setting, it probably won’t change that the brain may slowly increase in IQ and brain power. And it’s also not 

possible to just send sound waves towards the head just to communicate, it just gives them a headache. Concentrated 

signal from the satellite towards this point at the top of a person’s head would normally cause death but with the help of 

towers, it might be possible to transmit low frequency signals towards a person.” 

Yes, it is possible to transfer minds by linking one mind with another, but only if those requirements are met. 

Since no matter how long you connect your mind with any random brain, that brains IQ will still be the same though 

their brain processing power might upgrade or rise up from your continuous connection. The rest of the theory is self-

explanatory, though sound waves or radio waves would just disturb a person’s train of thought depending on what kind 

of sound was heard by the brain. Since the brain would decode those signals unconsciously, once those signals would 

not make sense of their logic with the subject’s logic (this is if communicating or playing a sound), the brain might just 

perceive those signals as noise and give the subject a headache (especially if the subject knows how to undo hypnotism). 

Scientists also know what music would do to the brain right? This is the same with hypnotism which uses many kinds 

of techniques, mostly with music, so that the subject may fall into their command. 

“The brain can’t regenerate its own dark energy. A brain has their own dark energies which is in a form of 

electrical neuron signals. And don’t ever mistake dark energy for just mere electrical energy as both of them have 

different properties all together, properties that we can’t even understand. If you electrocute someone from one line 

using mind link, the other person might feel it for a while but it isnt enough to kill that person. The other person would 

just faint though the effect would still be the same. Once brain 1 dies, brain 2 will receive every dark energy from brain 

1. So the question is, would you all risk to set a human bomb?” 

Now this theory is a longshot, since if you combine physics with neuroscience, only dark energy has the capacity 

or the only word to ever link both fields since most of space is made up of dark energy. As dark energy is an unknown 

energy, the same is also said with neuron signals, both might be one and the same though we aren’t just certain of it. 

And if it is true, once one let a subject die on one end of the connection, the other might receive all their dark energies 

and might also have changes going through with their mind or body. Such as increase in brain processing power, increase 

in abilities, or just mostly put the subject on the other end in a coma (this is maybe for the brain to repair itself while 

making upgrades on itself). 

“If you want to mind link animals to a person, why not bring in the whole animal kingdom? And linking them 

would just copy their habits to brain2 since animals don’t have any personality and same goes for insects. If you kill 

them while in the mind link, it might be possible to transfer their instincts but the chances are very slim. But by the time 

your all satisfied with that, nature will unleash its wrath on you while the planet will be devoid of any animals since the 

eco system is also ruined.  The animal’s brain is just small compared to humans, which is why it will only contribute to 

about a miniscule percentage of the brain capacity. And yes, just don’t include dolphins as they are theorized to be able 

to use about 120% of their brain capacity. So the smaller the brain, the more that you can also transfer their instincts and 

habits to a person’s brain, to add to their own instincts and habits”. 

Yes, it is possible to link a human mind with that of an animal. Though animal’s brains are small, animals still 

have brains which let them connect with their wild side or with their instincts. So once one connects animals with 
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humans, the human mind may copy the instincts of the animal connected with them. As the military also has this desire 

to make a “super soldier”, which is why I said that by the time we are satisfied with our greed, nature will unfold its 

wrath upon humans as we have now disturbed the eco system. 

“The brain is unique. No one can copy it yet alone figure out its quantum wavelength. And like any computer 

could ever catch something in the speed of light. Quantum frequency is just frequency within sound waves, it doesn’t 

mean that its enough to catch dark energy. And the reason mind link was possible is because of dark energy frequency, 

quantum wave lengths of everyone or someone and of the dark energies of each brain connected. As sometimes, quantum 

wavelengths would coincide sometimes.” 

Again with applying physics with neuroscience, it may be not possible to find out a person’s quantum 

wavelength, which it is like the source code of our own brains which defines who we really are. It is also not clear, but 

on what speed is a human thought? Neuron signals are theorized to be very fast and are able to calculate many conscious 

and subconscious programs within the body while maintaining its balance; don’t you think this might be the same speed 

as the speed of light? Also, with long distance satellite hypnotism, radio or sound waves might not be enough to fully 

induce hypnotism, as a human mind is needed for a mind link. The subject(s) on one end must be fully hypnotized in 

order for a successful hypnotism, though there might be a limit to the hypnotism that can be made. The conditions for 

such limits are not clear but it would also depend on per person, though if that person might have multiple personalities 

or is able to act with multiple personalities, hypnotism might not be possible as it would all depend on the logic that the 

brain is running on. 

“The delete function would depend on the person. The person can delete certain traits if they want to but to 

format everything is another story. It is not possible to communicate through a mind link, not unless if both brains have 

devices on them and linking them both.  The mind link might work, like a second version or an inner voice as well as 

to control some of the body functions. To pass on information into the brain via mind link is not possible, as the brain 

would just perceive it as noise. Since the only things that can be passed on via mind link is their voices, skills, and 

instincts. It is not possible to just tell the brain to become a transmitter. The brain doesn’t work like a computer where 

you can just input a command unlike a bit of the body. It’s possible to format or reset and just make new memories 

when you’re dealing with the brain. It’s never possible to cut, edit, copy, and paste, but memories will overlap and 

making it very confusing for the person on the other end. And with some jolt in the brain itself, you can reformat the 

brain. Even if you will be able to transfer or reuse the brain, the fact remains of aging. Also, once the brain is reformatted, 

everything is reformatted like memories, knowledge, skills, etc. To reformat the brain, you must jolt the entire brain 

itself so that any bit of information would be deleted. Just a small jolt isn’t enough to reformat a memory, but only to 

stimulate some blur into it so that over time, the person would just remember bit and fragments of that certain memory. 

Anyways, to also jolt the brain to be reformatted, you would need just like the voltage from an electrocution but even 

lesser. It is also not possible to edit information inside the brain without the use of dark energy and a quantum computer 

and a human to operate it” 

The theory is really self-explanatory, though deleting part of you is a choice which you normally mentally 

decide and execute. But it is possible to artificially reformat their brains and maybe, just maybe, even delete some parts 

of their memories, though all still have a consequence with this. With hypnotism, it is possible to not only command a 

person with just their minds, but also with their bodies and implant commands within their body and all of which is 

never an easy process. But unlink hypnotism, which it cannot erase memories and only bury it under some rubble, this 

theory states of reformatting the brain so that the person would start anew and without anything. In this state, they would 

just be like a child all grown up in body. 

“Even if you manage to pick up signals from the brain or quantum signals, it’s really impossible to isolate one 

signal from the millions of other signals. And once you isolate it or even manage to, there are a few problems. First is 

you won’t be able to find anyone that’s like you or me. Second, it’s never possible to copy dark energy or neuron signals 

of the original person. Third, the person that you would have dark energy signals copy to wouldn’t be able to take the 

sheer brunt or force of the dark energies which leads them to die first or put on a coma. The success rate for this is only 

a mere imaginary figure of a percentage. Also, quantum frequency doesn’t also mean dark energies. Those are 2 words 

with very different meanings and definitions in every level.” 

This theory is also self-explanatory, though as what is said, even if you manage to pick up those signals it would be 

nearly impossible to find a person with the same neuron signals as with you if you want or is talking about transferring 

minds. And even if you manage to find a person which is the same or not the same quantum wavelength, it would depend 

if they might be compatible, though the sheer force of the first subject’s brain or neuron signals would just let the other 

subject be in a coma due to the sheer amount of force from brain 1 or subject 1. But if done very slowly, there might be 

a chance of transfer at a very slim percentage. Take Electroconvulsive Therapy for example, it is a therapy in which 

uses electric currents and sends them towards the brain for therapeutic purposes from mental health problems. So taking 

this example which already uses parts of the theory to practice, which is to send electric currents towards the brain, thus 

the contents of these theories are possible. 
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS: 

My recommendation is that the only way to research this theory(ies) is to get a contract with the military where 

they might be able to give the researcher(s) the materials needed for the study. As this study is already insane and highly 

controversial, thus is the only option for any researcher. Though one can just test other parts of the theories, if they 

would have a sane mind as human experimentation is ethically illegal after all. 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

 “As the answer is simple, only the solution is complex”, that is the saying that I often told myself as it is the 

most logical approach to any given problem. These theories about mind link which is yet to be proven, yet proves to be 

a bit logical. So I ask again, how come the subject(s) would be tired after an excessive use of the EEG? Is it just them 

really getting bored or tired? As these theories would or could explain the answer to these questions, whether or not this 

research would be true or not, more research is really needed with the brain. 
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